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FRAMEWORKS & TECHNOLOGIES JAPPWARE
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KPI
✓ Sprint planning & Backlog management 

✓ Spring acceptance meetings 

✓ Staging delivery and test report 

✓ Team velocity and capacity evaluation
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LIFE CYCLE
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CASE #1

CUSTOM CRM SOLUTION

JAPPWARE



CUSTOM CRM SOLUTION

Help client with not complete solution. Design and implement a CRM system for a B2C market including accountancy functionality and 
payments. In the scope of collaboration with customer propose and implement the graphical design using the latest UI/UX practices. 
Implement front-end with back-end and deploy the solution to the AWS cloud. Build CI/CD and infrastructure as a code solution.

Task

Implement a CRM system that should include two parts one is for business and the second is for the customer. Businesses should be able 
to manage their entities, services, products as well as leads and deals. Also, businesses should be able to manage invoices and sell 
products and services directly through the platform. The customer part is responsible to navigate the end-user into the place where any 
services and products of the particular business entity might be selected and then bought through the payment functionality.

Overview

Challenges
✓ Rework database schema and switch all models to a new approach 

✓ Rework all UI components and implement new design 

✓ Pass payment certifications
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CUSTOM CRM SOLUTION
Actions

Results

✓ Switched database from PostgreSQL to MongoDB, rework relational model to NoSQL 

✓ Reworked major UI components and switch to correct Angular architecture, remove JQuery and other inappropriate tools 

✓ Collaborated over a new design and features 

✓ Implemented integration with POS and Web payment providers 

✓ Implemented CI/CD and “Infrastructure as a code” solutions 

✓ Continuously improved code and worked on a technical debt 

✓ Created API and functional documentation, covered systems with approximate 85% test coverage

✓ Reworked existing system in  a 2 weeks 

✓ Implemented all required for PoC features in a 1 month 

✓ In parallel we’ve integrated with payment systems and passed all certifications in 1,5 months
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CUSTOM CRM SOLUTION JAPPWARE

Solution overview
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CASE #2

PAYMENT CERTIFICATION
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PAYMENT CERTIFICATION

Integrate with payment company using REST API and 3-level secured authorization process to perform payment operations with a card 
like receive payment, return payment, block, and unblock amount.

Task

Integrate front-end and back-end with payment API and perform all required operations using sandbox (test API). Pass all certifications 
required per each payment operation following payment API provider instructions.

Overview

Challenges

✓ Proof payment security flow 

✓ Pass different payment operations certification  

✓ Deal with bad documentation and build communication flow with support service
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PAYMENT CERTIFICATION
Actions

Results

✓ Defined correct people on the Payment provider side 

✓ Recognized roles and built a communication channel 

✓ Conducted certification meeting, sessions, and prepared code, request & response snapshots 

✓ Implemented secured approach to perform fraud detection and transaction logging  

✓ Built detailed documentation

✓ Passed all certifications stages 

✓ Released platform with production payment support 

✓ The delivered continuous monitoring approach
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PAYMENT CERTIFICATION
Payment flow example

JAPPWARE

Authorization

Encrypted card registration

Payment transaction with meta-info



JAPPWARE
INNOVATION IN EVERY STEP

THANK YOU!

info@jappware.com +38 (063) 189 63 08


